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Abstract—Based upon a new correspondence matching invariant called illumination chromaticity constancy, we present
a new solution for illumination chromaticity estimation, correspondence searching, and specularity removal. Using as few as
two images, the core of our method is the computation of a vote
distribution for a number of illumination chromaticity hypotheses
via correspondence matching. The hypothesis with the highest vote
is accepted as correct. The estimated illumination chromaticity
is then used together with the new matching invariant to match
highlights, which inherently provides solutions for correspondence
searching and specularity removal. Our method differs from the
previous approaches: those treat these vision problems separately
and generally require that specular highlights be detected in
a preprocessing step. Also, our method uses more images than
previous illumination chromaticity estimation methods, which
increases its robustness because more inputs/constraints are used.
Experimental results on both synthetic and real images demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Index Terms—Chromaticity, dichromatic reflection model,
reflection components separation, specular reflection, stereo
matching.

I. INTRODUCTION
COMMON assumption in many low-level vision problems is that the scene surface is Lambertian. When
dealing with non-Lambertian objects, many problems have to
be addressed, e.g., illumination chromaticity estimation [1]–[3],
specularity removal [4]–[9], and correspondence searching for
non-Lambertian surfaces [10]–[13]. Usually, these problems
are treated separately, with assumptions made about one factor
to solve another.
Many illumination chromaticity estimation methods assume that the specular highlight regions are detected in a
preprocessing step. Lee [1] introduced a method for estimating
illumination chromaticity using highlights from surface parts
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with at least two colors. This requires segmenting the colors of
the highlights and causes problems when dealing with heavily
textured surfaces. Finlayson and Schaefer [2] extended Lee’s
algorithm without solving the segmentation problem. Tan et al.
[3] proposed an illumination chromaticity estimation approach
for single/multicolored surfaces without using color segmentation. This method still requires the detection of rough highlight
regions achieved by setting a heuristic threshold on the image
intensity. Using 3-D spatial information reconstructed from a
stereo image pair, Xiong and Funt [14] improved the performance of the multiresolution implementation of retinex known
as McCann99 [15].
With preknowledge of the illumination chromaticity, many
specular highlight removal methods can be performed. For instance, Lin and Shum [4] changed the light source direction
to capture two color images with a stable camera and then,
by assuming that at least one of the pixels in the two images
was diffuse, the diffuse component could be extracted. With a
single image that was normalized using the estimated illumination chromaticity, Tan and Ikeuchi used either a neighbor-based
method [6] or a color space analyzing method [5] to recover the
diffuse components. Neighbor-based methods examine the expected diffuse colors of neighboring pixels in the image. These
methods either require repetitive texture or they simply work
with low-textured surfaces. Color space analyzing methods analyze the distributions of image colors within a color space; they
may be greatly impaired by clutter in the color space, which
may be caused by a number of factors, including image noise
and color blending at edges. Tan et al. [7] later presented a hybrid that blends both methods. An SUV color space, as proposed
by Mallick et al. [8], separates the specular and diffuse components into S channel and UV channels, respectively, based upon
knowledge of the illumination chromaticity. Mallick et al. [9]
also used the SUV space for highlight removal by iteratively
eroding the specular channel using either a single image or video
sequences.
Using the estimated specular-free images or the detected
highlight regions, researchers developed different correspondence searching methods for non-Lambertian surfaces. Zickler
[10] further explored the SUV color space proposed in [8].
By taking the ratio of the diffuse channels, a new specular
invariant was extracted, and both the diffuse channels and the
invariant were then used for stereo matching, optical flow, shape
from shading, and photometric stereo. Yoon [11] extracted a
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two-band, specular-free image for correspondence matching.
Correspondence searching can also be performed by rejecting
the detected specular regions as outliers. In [16], specular
pixels in multiview images were detected by first computing
the uncertainty of depth estimates. Detected pixels were then
treated as outliers when computing the similarity among pixels
to reduce the effect of specular reflection. Bhat and Nayar
[17] considered the likelihood of correct stereo matching by
analyzing the relationship between stereo vergence and surface
roughness. They also proposed a trinocular system where only
two images were used at a time in the computation of depth at
a point. Brelstaff and Blake [12], [13] excised specularities as
a preprocessing step.
In this paper, we provide a new solution to three vision
problems: illumination chromaticity estimation, correspondence searching, and specularity removal. The foundation of
the solution is a new matching invariant called illumination
chromaticity constancy, introduced in the paper. We search
for correspondence by analyzing the chromaticities of the
color differences between the corresponding pixels in two
camera images; we define this correspondence as chromaticity
match. Each correspondence hypothesis is associated with
a chromaticity match and subsequently votes for a specific
illumination chromaticity hypothesis according to this match
value. In this paper, we assume that the objects are stationary
and that the images are captured by a moving camera under
the same illuminant. For correct correspondence hypotheses,
the corresponding chromaticity match values will be the same
as the constant illumination chromaticity. Thus, the correct
illumination chromaticity hypothesis will win with the greatest
amount of votes. However, there is a significant amount of noise
contributed by 1) a large number of incorrect correspondence
vectors and 2) because the highlight areas are usually much
smaller than the diffuse areas, and the latter contribute noise.
We then apply the local smoothness constraint popularly used
in the field of correspondence matching to suppress noise.
Unlike previous methods, our illumination chromaticity estimation approach does not rely on the detection of the specular
pixels. Moreover, since chromaticity match computed from
the correct correspondence should be equal to the estimated
illumination chromaticity, it can be used as a new matching
invariant to match highlights. With the additional assumption
that the highlights in the two images do not spatially overlap
and, thus, the diffuse component of a pixel in the highlight can
be extracted by finding its corresponding pixel in the other view,
the diffuse reflection can be estimated too. Our experimental
results demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of our
method, as more inputs/constraints are used.

total specular reflection from a pixel over all colors. Using the
dichromatic reflection model, the color values of the pixel in
an image taken by an RGB camera can be represented as
(1)
where

, and
(2)

Assume that and are two images captured by the same
camera from different viewing directions. Let be a pixel in
be its corresponding pixel in at a
image , and
. We
relative location given by the correspondence vector
then define chromaticity match as
(3)

is set to zero when
. If both
the objects and the light source stay still, the diffuse components
of the correctly matched pixels will be cancelled, and the color
difference will equal to the difference between their specular
components
(4)
Substituting (4) into (3), we can see that the chromaticity match
of the correctly matched pixels is the same as the illumination
chromaticity
(5)
(6)
We refer to this property as illumination chromaticity constancy
and use it to simultaneously estimate pixel correspondences and
, which is assumed to be constant across the scene. An estihelps in matching pixels within specularities, and
mate of
knowledge of pixel correspondences helps in estimating .
III. ESTIMATE ILLUMINATION CHROMATICITY VIA MATCHING
We first formulate the illumination chromaticity estimation
problem as a maximum likelihood (ML) estimation problem
that infers the illumination chromaticity given the two input
color images and the correspondence vectors. Using Bayes’
rule, the optimal solution is given by

II. ILLUMINATION CHROMATICITY CONSTANCY
Surface reflection of dielectric inhomogeneous objects can be
described by the dichromatic reflection model [18], which states
that the light reflected from an object is a linear combination of
dediffuse and specular reflections. Let
note the fraction of the color component present in the illumidenote the
nation, called illumination chromaticity. Let

(7)
where is the constant illumination chromaticity vector (the
same for every pixel because the illumination is assumed to be
chromatically uniform), is the correspondence vectors, and
and are the camera images. Let
denote the set of highlights
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in image , and denote a pixel in . Assuming that the observation noise at different pixels follows an independent identical
distribution (i.i.d.)
(8)
represents the correspondence vectors for
where
and
is the cost function that measures the
difference between the estimated value of the illumination chroestimated
maticity and the chromaticity match
from the individual pixel correspondences as defined in (3), all
of which should ideally be the same as (we dropped the subscript for simplicity). In practice, both i.i.d. and not i.i.d. noise
may be present in images. One type of noise that is reasonably
well modeled as i.i.d. is sensor noise (e.g., shot noise); noise
that occurs due to certain environmental effects that cause spatial bursts is obviously not i.i.d. Our approach handles only i.i.d
noise. Also, we consider only low values of because the others
arise from wrong correspondences. To this end, we limit the
value of interest to 1, using the truncated squared difference as
the cost
(9)
where
is the standard deviation of the pdf of
as in (8). In this paper, we set
.
Since
(representing 3-D structure) and
(representing
light source) are independent

The values of have not been constrained at all so far. Because we do not know where the highlights are, we must consider all pixels as candidates. Further, since we do not know
where the pixel correspondences are either, we must consider
all possible pairs. If images and are taken from calibrated
cameras, we can restrict the correspondences of a pixel in to
lie along its epipolar line in , that is, we can rewrite (15) as
(16)
where
denotes the epipolar line of . Alternatively, if the
cameras are not calibrated, we will need to search across all
possible values through the maximum possible.
In our experiments (Section V), we searched for a pixel’s correspondence within a 300 300 window. Thus, there is a significant amount of noise contributed by 1) a large number of
incorrect correspondence vectors, and 2) because the highlight
areas are usually much smaller than the diffuse areas, and the
latter contribute noise.
To suppress the noise, a local smoothness assumption (commonly used in the field of correspondence matching) is adopted,
which enforces similarity between chromaticity estimates at a
pixel and those at other pixels within a surrounding window,
be the support window at
called the support window. Let
pixel in image and
be corresponding pixels in the
. Then, the local smoothness assumption
support windows
if
implies that chromaticity match
is correct. Using this constraint,
the correspondence vector
we rewrite the vote distribution in (16) as
(17)

(10)
In the absence of any knowledge of the light source, we will assume that is uniformly distributed in [0, 1], thus,
.
For the given input images and and the given corresponand
.
dence vectors
Taking logarithm on both sides of (7), and using (8), the optimal is given by
(11)
(12)
(13)
To obtain the value of , we compute votes for discretized values
of . We define the vote distribution
as
(14)
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where
(18)
measures the consistency of the chromaticity matchers inside
the support window.
There are other constraints that can be used to suppress the
noise. Examples include: 1) the three channels of the computed
chromaticity match should be of the same sign because the illumination chromaticity will never be negative; and 2) in (3), if
is smaller than a threshold (set to 10),
the corresponding chromaticity match will be dropped to avoid
quantization noises.
Our framework, as described in this paper, is based upon
binocular matching. However, the framework can be easily
extended to multiview matching. We simply need to perform
binocular matching on every image pair and accumulate their
vote distributions.

(15)
IV. STEREO MATCHING AND HIGHLIGHT REMOVAL
We select the with the largest vote value as the solution. The
vote distribution is computed for each channel separately, and
the peak of the vote distributions is accepted as the correct illumination chromaticity.

In stereo vision, the corresponding pixels in the stereo images
are assumed to have the same texture/color values. In this paper,
. More
we refer to this phenomenon as texture constancy
specifically, let and be the left and right camera images, be
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Fig. 1. Illumination chromaticity estimation for the synthetic images. (a) and (b) Input images. (c) Normalized image using the ground-truth illumination chromaticity. (d) and (e) Normalized images using the methods presented in [3] and [14], respectively. (f)–(h) Normalized images using our method with three support
window sizes: 1 1, 3 3, and 5 5. Note that (d), (g), and (h) are visually very similar to the ground truth in (c). The blue angle numbers in parentheses under
(d)–(h) are the angular errors of the estimated illumination chromaticity. The images are gamma corrected for better illustration. (a) Left. (b) Right. (c) Ground
truth. (d) [3] (0.04 ). (e) [14] (3.35 ). (f) 1 1 (2.9 ). (g) 3 3 (0.1 ). (h) 5 5 (0.007 ).
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2
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2

accepted as correct. For a rectified stereo image pair, the corresponding pixels lie in the same horizontal scanline, and the
shifted amount is called the disparity in stereo vision. The correspondence vectors are then represented as a 2-D image called
and the depth value
disparity map. The disparity value
of a pixel are related by the product of the focal length
and
the baseline
between the two cameras
(20)

Fig. 2. Illumination chromaticity vote distributions for the synthetic images in
Fig. 1. (a)–(c) Illumination chromaticity vote distributions with three support
window sizes: 1 1, 3 3, and 5 5. The blue angle numbers in parentheses
under (a)–(c) are the angular errors of the estimated illumination chromaticity.
(a) 1 1 (2.9 ). (b) 3 3 (0.1 ). (c) 5 5 (0.007 ).
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2

2
2

2

2

a pixel in image ,
be its corresponding pixel in
at a relative location given by the correspondence vector
,
and
be the support window for pixel . The dissimilarity
between the pixels and is then measured by aggregating raw
matching costs inside the support window

is invalid for specular pixels because the highlight shifts
as the camera moves, that is,
when
in
either pixel in image or its correspondence
image is specular. Nevertheless, Section III shows that for
specular pixels, chromaticity match computed from the correct
correspondence is the same as the estimated illumination chro. This property is defined as illumimaticity:
in Section II and can be
nation chromaticity constancy
used to match pixels inside specular highlights. However,
is invalid for diffuse pixels.
and
can be integrated in some manner to match
both diffuse and specular pixels. Let
(21)

The integration is obtained by redefining the dissimilarity in
(19) as

(22)
(19)
Given pixel , the correspondence hypothesis
responds to the smallest dissimilarity values

that coris

when the three channels of
negative and
high confidence to be diffuse).

are all positive or all
(to exclude pixels that have
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Fig. 3. Stereo matching and highlight removal for the synthetic images. (a) and (b) Ground-truth diffuse reflection of the input images presented in Fig. 1(a) and (b).
(c) and (d) Extracted diffuse reflections using the method presented in [6] and our method, respectively. (e)–(g) Estimated disparity maps with the ground truth
). (f) Disparity map obtained from standard stereo matching method but uses
in (h). (e) Disparity map obtained from standard stereo matching method (using
the ground-truth diffuse reflections presented in (a) and (b) as input. (g) Disparity map estimated from the proposed stereo matching method which integrates
. The percentage of the bad pixels in (e)–(g) are 5.41%, 4.29%, and 4.26%. The images are gamma corrected for better illustration. (a) G.T. left diffuse.
and
). (f) Disparity (
+ a + b). (g) Disparity (
+
). (h) G.T. disparity.
(b) G.T. right diffuse. (c) Diffuse from [6]. (d) Our diffuse. (e) Disparity (

TC

ICC

TC

TC

Finally, we relate the correct correspondences to the diffuse
components of the specular pixels by assuming that the highlights in the two images do not spatially overlap. Hence, the diffuse component of a pixel in the highlight can be extracted by
finding its corresponding diffuse pixel in the other view.
One problem associated with our method is that the method
is invalid for specular pixels that are saturated. Hence, the saturated pixels are treated as outliers in this paper. Specifically,
if only two images are used, the matching cost of the saturated
for all possible depth
pixels will be set to zero
, and the depth inforhypothesis/correspondence vectors
mation of the nonsaturated pixels can then be propagated to the
saturated pixels during depth optimization process. However, if
more images are used, we may simply obtain the depth values
of the saturated pixels from the depth estimates on other images
viewed from other directions/positions, as the highlight moves
as the view direction/position changes. Additionally, the stereo
reconstruction quality of our method decreases as the areas of
the overlapping highlights increase. This is because the color
differences of the specular pixels and their correspondences inside the overlapping highlights will be small, and the precision
, (3)] will decrease due to
of chromaticity match [
quantization error (8-b images are used in our experiments). But
note that our stereo matching method does not require the correspondence of a specular pixel to be diffuse. In fact, our method
requires that their color difference be large enough to avoid the
quantization noise arising from the computation of chromaticity
will
match. However, if the color difference is very small,
be valid for both specular and diffuse pixels.
These difficulties can be greatly reduced if images captured
from many viewing directions/positions are available. From
these images, coarse estimates can be obtained from each
selected stereo pair and then fused to give coherent estimates.
In this paper, the coarse depth maps are fused using the efficient
method presented in [19]. The fused depth maps are then used
to remove highlights. Each pixel in each image is projected to
the other images using its depth value obtaining by the colors

TC

TC ICC

of its correspondences in the other images. If the luminance
of is much larger than the luminance of (if the difference
is treated
is larger than a constant, 10 in our experiments),
as a specular pixel. The median value of the colors of all the
(each color band is processed separately)
correspondences
believed to be diffuse are then selected as the correct diffuse
reflection of pixel . We use the median values to make sure
that the diffuse reflections are consistent when viewed from
different directions/locations.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
1 To evaluate our method, we conduct experiments on a synthetic data set and several real images captured by a Sony DFWX700 camera with gamma correction off. To quantitatively evaluate the proposed illumination chromaticity estimation method
for real scenes, we compare the results with the average value
of the image chromaticity of a white reference image captured
by the same camera. Specifically, we cast light on white printing
paper and then captured it using the same camera under the same
setting. We also compare our results with the methods presented
in [3] and [14]. For highlight removal, we compare our results
with images captured with polarizing filters over the camera and
the light source. Comparison with the highlight removal method
presented in [6] is also provided. [6] assumes that the illumination chromaticity is known, thus, in our experiments, the measured illumination chromaticity (measured with a white reference) is used.

A. Synthetic Data Set
Fig. 1 visually compares our illumination chromaticity estimation method with [3] and [14]. The blue angle numbers in
parentheses under (d)–(h) are the angular errors of estimated illumination chromaticities, which numerically prove that with a
5 5 support window, our method can obtain the most accurate
estimates. Fig. 2 presents the corresponding vote distributions
1Figs.

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10 are gamma corrected for better illustration.
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TC

Fig. 4. Binocular stereo matching. (a) and (b) Input images. (c) Disparity map estimated from standard stereo matching method using
. (d) Disparity map
. (e) and (f) Recovered diffuse reflection using our method and [6], respectively. (g) Illuminaestimated from the proposed method which integrates
and
tion chromaticity vote distribution obtained using a 5 5 support window. The images are gamma corrected for better illustration. (a) Left. (b) Right. (c) Disparity
(
). (d) Disparity (
+
). (e) Diffuse. (f) Diffuse from [6]. (g) 5
5 (2.20 ).

TC

TC ICC

TC
2

ICC

2

TC

Fig. 5. Multiview stereo matching. (a) Five of the input images. (b) Depth map obtained from standard method (using
). (c) Depth map obtained from our
method (integrating
and
). (d) Diffuse reflection obtained from our method [using the depth map in (c)]. (e) Diffuse reflection estimated using the method
presented in [6]. (f) Measured diffuse reflection. (g) Illumination chromaticity vote distribution using the first two images in (a). (h) Illumination chromaticity
vote distribution using all the five images in (a). The angular errors of (g) and (h) are 2.27 and 1.97 , respectively. The images are gamma corrected for better
illustration. (a) Input. (b) Depth (
). (c) Depth. (d) Diffuse. (e) Diffuse [6]. (f) G.T. Diffuse. (g) 5
5 (using two images, 2.27 ). (h) 5 5 (using five images,
1.97 ).

TC

ICC

TC

for our method with three support window sizes: 1 1, 3 3
and 5 5. Note that the vote values decrease dramatically from
window size 1 1 to 3 3 due to resulting ability to identify inconsistent correspondences (with dissimilar local chromaticity
matches).
Fig. 3 presents the results for the depth estimation and highlight removal methods using the stereo pair presented in either Fig. 1(a), (b) or Fig. 3(a), (b). Fig. 3(a) and (b) are the

2

2

ground-truth diffuse reflections, while (c) and (d) are the estimated diffuse reflections using the method presented in [6]
and our method. The disparity map obtained with our method
[Fig. 3(g)] is used to compute the diffuse reflection in (d). As can
be seen, [6] is invalid for this data set, as the highlights in (c) are
not removed. Also, the colors in (c) are different from the ground
truth in (a). Our results is better than [6], as can be seen in (d).
However, some of the specularities are not removed due to the
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Fig. 6. Multiview stereo matching. (a) Five of the input images. (b) Depth map obtained from standard method (using
). (c) Depth map obtained from our
and
). (d) Diffuse reflection obtained from our method [using the depth map in (c)]. (e) Diffuse reflection estimated using the method
method (integrating
presented in [6]. (f) Measured diffuse reflection. (g) Illumination chromaticity vote distribution using the first two images in (a). (h) Illumination chromaticity
vote distribution using all the five images in (a). The angular errors of (g) and (h) are 2.81 and 1.24 , respectively. The images are gamma corrected for better
). (c) Depth. (d) Diffuse. (e) Diffuse [6]. (f) G.T. Diffuse. (g) 5
5 (using two images, 2.81 ). (h) 5 5 (using five images,
illustration. (a) Input. (b) Depth (
1.24 ).

TC

ICC

TC

violation of the assumption that the highlights in the two images
should not spatially overlap. Nevertheless, our stereo matching
method is robust to the violation of this assumption, as can be
seen in (g). Visual comparison with the ground-truth disparity
map in (h) shows that the estimated disparity values of the specular pixels are correct in (g). (e) is the disparity map obtained
). The disfrom the standard stereo matching method (using
parity map in (f) is also estimated using the standard method, but
the input images are free of specularity, which means that the
ground-truth diffuse reflections in (a) and (b) are used as input.
Fig. 3(e), (f) shows that this standard method is invalid for specular highlights. (g) is the disparity map estimated from the proand
.
posed stereo matching method which integrates

2

2

Note that (g) is visually very similar to (f). Let a pixel be a bad
pixel if the difference of the estimated disparity value and the
ground truth is larger than 1 [20]. The percentages of bad pixels
in (e)–(g) are 5.41%, 4.29%, and 4.26%, which shows that our
method improves the reconstruction accuracy of this synthetic
data set.
B. Real Data Sets
We next present our experimental results on real data sets.
Fig. 4 provides the experimental results with a real stereo image
pair. The illumination chromaticity vote distribution with a 5
5 support window is presented in Fig. 4(g), and the angular errors are 2.20 [blue angle number in parentheses under (g)]. The
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TC

Fig. 7. Multiview stereo matching. (a) Five of the input images. (b) Depth map obtained from standard method (using
). (c) Depth map obtained from our
and
). (d) Diffuse reflection obtained from our method [using the depth map in (c)]. (e) Diffuse reflection estimated using the method
method (integrating
presented in [6]. (f) Measured diffuse reflection. (g) Illumination chromaticity vote distribution using the first two images in (a). (h) Illumination chromaticity vote
distribution using all the five images in (a). The angular errors of (g) and (h) are 12.97 and 5.74 , respectively. The images are gamma corrected for better
). (c) Depth. (d) Diffuse. (e) Diffuse [6]. (f) G.T. Diffuse. (g) 5
5 (using two images, 12.97 ). (h) 5 5 (using five images,
illustration. (a) Input. (b) Depth (
5.74 ).
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ICC
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estimated disparity map presented in (d) shows that our method
is able to remove the matching errors in (c) due to specular highlights. The estimated diffuse reflections presented in (e) and (f)
show that our highlight removal method is more robust than the
single-view-based highlight removal method presented in [6], as
the highlights in (f) are not removed. Also, Fig. 4(f) shows that
[6] is invalid for neutral pixels, and the estimated diffuse colors
are incorrect. However, our highlight removal method obtained
incorrect diffuse colors around the half-occluded regions due to
the incorrect correspondences. This problem can be greatly reduced when more images are used. Figs. 5–7 present the experimental results with multiple images. Specifically, Figs. 5 and 6
used 21 images, and Fig. 7 used 15 images.
The angular errors of the estimated illumination chromaticity
of the three real data sets (Figs. 5–7) using only two of the input
images are 2.27 , 2.81 and 12.97 . The last data set (Fig. 7)
has large angular error, as the highlights are very sparse and

2

2

Fig. 8. Quantitative comparison of the illumination chromaticity estimation
methods. The red curve corresponds to the angular difference between the measured illumination chromaticity (measured using a white reference) and the estimated illumination chromaticity using our method. The green and blue curves
correspond to the methods presented in [3] and [14], respectively. As can be
seen, our method is generally more robust than [3] and [14] for these data sets.

most of them are saturated. However, using more images can
reduce the estimation error. The angular errors of the three real
data sets using five of the input images [presented in Fig. 5(a),
Fig. 6(a), and Fig. 7(a)] are 1.97 , 1.24 , and 5.74 . As can be
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Fig. 9. Illumination chromaticity estimation for real scenes with corresponding angular errors. From (a) to (d): reference images, normalized images using our
method, normalized images using [3], and normalized images using [14]. The images are gamma corrected for better illustration. (a) Input. (b) Ours. (c) [3]. (d) [14].

seen, the estimation error drops with the increasing number of
input images.
Visual comparison of the depth maps presented in
Fig. 5(b), (c) and Fig. 6(b), (c) shows that our stereo matching
can greatly improve the reconstruction accuracy for specular
pixels. However, since the specular highlights in Fig. 7(a)
are very sparse, the depth maps estimated using our method
[Fig. 7(c)] are only slightly better than the standard method
[Fig. 7(b)].
Fig. 5(d)–(f), Fig. 6(d)–(f), and Fig. 7(d)–(f) visually compare the estimated diffuse reflections using our method, the
method presented in [6], and the measured diffuse reflection.
Visual comparison shows that our method outperforms [6], as

the colors of estimated diffuse reflections using [6] are incorrect
[see Fig. 5(e), Fig. 6(e), and Fig. 7(e)], and [6] is invalid for
saturated pixels.
To evaluate the robustness of the proposed illumination
chromaticity estimation method, we conduct experiments on a
total of 17 real data sets. Besides the four data sets presented in
Figs. 4 –7), another 13 real data sets are provided in Figs. 9 and
10. The illumination chromaticities of the real illuminants are
grouped into five different sets using the image chromaticities
of the white reference: {0.13158, 0.40248, 0.46829}, {0.38781,
0.32666, 0.28822}, {0.44792, 0.31771, 0.23437}, {0.61730,
0.36693, 0.01197} and {0.40070, 0.33177, 0.26676}. We
calculate the estimation errors by comparing the chromaticity
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Fig. 10. Illumination chromaticity estimation for real scenes with corresponding angular errors. From (a) to (d): reference images, normalized images using our
method, normalized images using [3], and normalized images using [14]. The images are gamma corrected for better illustration. (a) Input. (b) Ours. (c) [3]. (d) [14].
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED
ILLUMINATION CHROMATICITY ESTIMATION APPROACH FOR REAL DATA SETS

estimates with those of the white reference. The angular errors
are shown in Fig. 8, and a summary of the experimental results
is provided in Table I. The results from the methods presented
in [3] and [14] are also included. The error rates demonstrate

that our method is generally robust, and our method appears
better than [3] and [14] on average for these data sets.
VI. CONCLUSION
A new invariant called illumination chromaticity constancy
for matching highlights between images is introduced in the
paper. Algorithms are presented that use this invariant for
three vision problems: illumination chromaticity estimation,
correspondence searching, and specularity removal. In relation to previous approaches, the most significant advantage
of the presented method is that we have related the correct
correspondence vectors to both the illumination chromaticity
and the diffuse components of the specular pixels and that we
have presented an attempt to estimate these properties in a

YANG et al.: A UNIFORM FRAMEWORK FOR ESTIMATING ILLUMINATION CHROMATICITY

uniform framework. Additionally, our method does not require
detecting the specular highlights. However, if the illuminant
and the object surface have the same chromaticity, the proposed correspondence matching and highlight removal method
will fail, as every possible chromaticity match will be equal
to the illumination chromaticity. Nevertheless, the proposed
illumination chromaticity estimation method has no problem
under this condition. Also, our framework assumes chromatic
surfaces and is invalid for grayscale objects.
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